
Ref: 0518

www.villecasalirealestate.com/en/property/518/Sale-Antico-Borgo-Noble-1700

€950.000,00Sale Antico Borgo Noble 1700

Building Surface:

7.000Mq 

Land Surface:

10.000Mq 

Energetic class Status

Area Municipality Province Region Nation

Rossano Calabro

Agency

Ville Casali Real Estate

Costa Ionica Cosenza Calabria Italy

To be Renovated



DESCRIPTION

The noble house for sale is located just 5 km from the sea and from the town center.

The former noble residence is to be restored and re-qualify, measuring a total of 7,000 square meters. built over the courts, the 

front north of 4,000 square meters and 6,000 square meters to the east side.

In the primary structure, the front body with the entrance gate is two floors above ground, as the right body of the courtyard, 

while the rear of the main body is on three levels, with terraces Access ca.90 square meters and adjust the roof slab .

The left body of the courtyard, an ancient olive oil mill, has a mezzanine level of 5 meters, with terrace above 340 

sqm, built with slab of iron beams and bricks, which offers a picturesque view of the sea.

The property is perfectly passable by car and on foot to the north, in the front courtyard of access, adorned with 11 

centuries-old olive trees, spaced second row;

to the east, a large courtyard of ca. 6000 square meters, embellished with 53 ancient olive trees to spin off and in no particular 

order, concentrated towards the eastern border, which is also perfectly passable by car and on foot, enclosed by high stone 

wall that surrounds it in its entirety and wide only the connecting opening with the front court.

Externally, to the west, continue municipal roads leading to the center of Rossano, equipped with beaches and 

restaurants; to the south it is located the organic olive farm property.

fascinating details with stone masonry of the century. XVIII, with the main base of ca. 2,900 square meters. closed structure 

with a rectangular plan, inclusive of the inner courtyard of ca.700 sqm, cobbled regular walkable and external bodies built to 

level 1, currently unfunded, and not attached to the main base, occupying an area of   ca .1.500 sq.m. .

The main base consists of:

- Body with front entrance gate to two floors above ground, with a first level of about 200 square meters and 200 square meters 

of the upper floor ca. ;

- Body right side of the courtyard of ca. 650 sqm built, with the second floor above ground without cover for 1/3;

- Body left side of the courtyard with mezzanine of approx 5 m, with terrace cover ca. 340 square meters, made with a slab of 

iron beams and bricks;

- Main body back on the bottom of the courtyard, with three floors above ground, with access to 90 sqm terraces and top floor 

of 400 square meters covered by a regular floor;

The whole complex, then, comprises and includes:

north, the front courtyard of about 4000 square meters, of triangular shape, bounded by the wall and perimeter fencing with 

private gate facing the main municipal road;

east, side courtyard of about 6000 square meters, surrounded by its entirety by high stone wall and communicating with the 

front court only through large access opening.

Design

There is a very detailed property redevelopment project, documentation is an integral part of the proposal for any use deemed 

appropriate.

The historical value of the complex is one of the main attractions of the place, thanks to its proximity to the 

beaches, allowing an aim high Luxury Tourist receptive development, possibly coordinated by start-up services, 

but also the creation of an important IRCCS / residence of excellence, or any structure that integrates exclusivity 

and beauty of the area.
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